This paper reports on challenges and results in developing NLP resources for spoken Rusyn. Being a Slavic minority language, Rusyn does not have any resources to make use of. We propose to build a morphosyntactic dictionary for Rusyn, combining existing resources from the etymologically close Slavic languages Russian, Ukrainian, Slovak, and Polish. We adapt these resources to Rusyn by using vowel-sensitive Levenshtein distance, hand-written language-specific transformation rules, and combinations of the two. Compared to an exact match baseline, we increase the coverage of the resulting morphological dictionary by up to 77.4% relative (42.9% absolute), which results in a tagging recall increased by 11.6% relative (9.1% absolute). Our research confirms and expands the results of previous studies showing the efficiency of using NLP resources from neighboring languages for low-resourced languages.
Introduction
This paper deals with the development of a morphological dictionary for spoken varieties of the Slavic minority language Rusyn by leveraging the similarities between Rusyn and neighboring etymologically related languages. It is structured as follows: First, we give a brief introduction on the characteristics of the Rusyn minority language and the data our investigation is based upon. Afterwards, we describe our approach to lexicon induction using resources from several related Slavic languages and the steps we took to improve the matches from the dictionaries. Finally, we discuss the results and give an outlook on future work.
Rusyn and the Corpus of Spoken Rusyn
Rusyn belongs to the Slavic language family and is spoken predominantly in the Carpathian region, most notably in Transcarpathian Ukraine, Eastern Slovakia, and South Eastern Poland, where it is called Lemko. 1 Some scholars claim Rusyn to be a dialect of Ukrainian (Skrypnyk, 2013) , others see it as an independent Slavic language (Pugh, 2009; Plishkova, 2009 ). While there is no denying the fact that Ukrainian is the standard language closest to the Rusyn varieties, certain distinct features at all linguistic levels can be detected. This makes the Rusyn varieties take an intermediary position between the East and West Slavic languages (for more details see, e.g., Teutsch (2001) ). Nowadays, the speakers of Rusyn find themselves in a dynamic sociolinguistic environment and experience significant pressure by their respective roofing state languages Ukrainian, Slovak, or Polish. Thus, new divergences within the old Rusyn dialect continuum due to contact with the majority language, i.e., so-called border effects, are to be expected Woolhiser, 2005) . In order to trace these divergences, and create an empirically sound basis for investigating current Rusyn speech, the Corpus of Spoken Rusyn (www.russinisch.uni-freiburg. de/corpus, Rabus and Šymon (2015) ) has been created. It consists of several hours of transcribed speech as well as recordings. 2 Although the transcription in the corpus is not phonetic, but rather orthographic, both diatopic and individual varia-tion is reflected in the transcription. The reason for that is that exactly this variation is what we want to investigate using the corpus, i.e., more "Slovak" Rusyn varieties should be distinguished from more "Ukrainian" or "Polish" varieties. Besides, variation in transcription practices of different transcribers cannot be avoided. At the moment, Rusyn does not have any existing NLP resources (annotated corpora or tools) to make use of. The aim of this paper is to investigate first steps towards (semi-)automatically annotating the transcribed speech data. It goes without saying that the different types of variation present in our data significantly complicate the task of developing NLP resources.
Lexicon Induction
We propose to build a morphosyntactic dictionary for Rusyn, using existing resources from etymologically related languages. The idea is that if we know that a Rusyn word X corresponds to the Ukrainian word Y , and that Y is linked to the morphosyntactic descriptions M 1 , M 2 , M n , we can create an entry in the Rusyn dictionary consisting of X and M 1 , M 2 , M n . The proposed approach is inspired by earlier work by Mann and Yarowsky (2001) , who aim to detect cognate word pairs in order to induce a translation lexicon. They evaluate different measures of phonetic or graphemic distance on this task. While they show that distance measures adapted to the language pair by machine learning work best, we are not able to use them as we do not have the required bilingual training corpus at our disposal. Scherrer and Sagot (2014) use such distance measures as a first step of a pipeline for transferring morphosyntactic annotations from a resourced language (RL) towards an etymologically related non-resourced language (NRL).
Due to the high amount of variation and the heterogeneity of the Rusyn data (our NRL), we resolved to use resources from several neighbor- in the easternmost dialects. Moreover, the respective umbrella languages -Ukrainian, Slovak, and Polish -exert considerable influence on the Rusyn vernacular. In fact, the overwhelming majority of Rusyn speakers are bilingual.
Data
Our RL data consist of morphosyntactic dictionaries (i.e., files associating word tokens with their lemmas and tags) from Ukrainian, Slovak, Polish, Russian. All of them were taken from the MULTEXT-East repository (Erjavec et al., 2010a; Erjavec et al., 2010b; Erjavec, 2012) . As Rusyn is written in Cyrillic script, we converted the Slovak and Polish dictionaries into Cyrillic script first. During the conversion process, we made the tokens more similar to Rusyn by applying certain linguistic transformations (e.g., denasalization in the Polish case) and thus excluded some output tokens that could not possibly match any Rusyn tokens for obvious linguistic reasons. As mentioned above, the standard language closest to the Rusyn varieties is Ukrainian. Several Ukrainian NLP resources exist, e.g., the Ukrainian National Corpus. 4 However, these resources cannot easily be used to train taggers or parsers. UGtag (Kotsyba et al., 2011 ) is a tagger specifically developed for Ukrainian; it is essentially a morphological dictionary with a simple disambiguation component. Its underlying dictionary is rather large and can be easily converted to text format, making it a good addition to the small MULTEXTEast Ukrainian dictionary. For Russian, we complemented the small MULTEXT-East dictionary with the TnT lexicon file based on data from the Russian National Corpus (Sharoff et al., 2008) . We also harmonized the MSD tags (morphosyntactic descriptions) across all languages and data sources. Table 1 sums up the used resources.
Our NRL data consist of 10 361 unique tokens extracted from the Corpus of Spoken Rusyn (which currently contains a total of 75 000 running words). In addition, we were able to obtain a small sample of morphosyntactically annotated Rusyn, amounting to 1 047 tokens; the induction methods are evaluated on this sample.
Exact Matches
As a baseline, we checked how many Rusyn word forms could be retrieved by exact match in the four RL lexicons. Despite Rusyn being closely related to the dictionary languages, the results are rather poor: merely 55.47% of all Rusyn tokens were found in at least one RL lexicon (see Table 2 , first column).
We further show the relative contributions of the four RLs in Table 2 . Ukrainian is by far the most successful language, both with respect to the overall matched words (i.e., words matched with Ukrainian and possibly other RLs) and to uniquely matched words (i.e., words matched with Ukrainian but not with any other RL). This is due to several factors: e.g., Ukrainian is the RL with the smallest linguistic distance to the Rusyn varieties, the Ukrainian dictionary is considerably larger than the other dictionaries, and the relative majority of tokens in the corpus belongs to "Ukrainian" varieties of Rusyn. Table 2 also shows some ambiguity measures. On average, a Rusyn token is found in 1.66 resourced languages and associated with 3.28 tags. Trivially, a Rusyn word is matched with exactly one RL word, as both forms need to be identical for exact match.
We evaluated the correctness of the induced lexicon on the annotated Rusyn sample. More than 84% of the 1 047 words were covered, and the correct tag was among the induced ones for more than 78% of words. (We do not attempt to disambiguate the tags here, which is why we only report recall.) We also report noise, which is defined as the amount of covered but wrongly tagged words (i.e., coverage -recall). With a noise of only 6%, we can characterize exact match as a high-precision, low-recall method.
The poor coverage often results from orthographic mismatches by merely one or a few different letters between the Rusyn token and its RL counterpart. In order to improve the coverage, we propose different types of transformations, as described in the following sub-sections.
Daitch-Mokotoff Soundex Algorithm
Soundex is a family of phonetic algorithms for indexing words and, in particular, names by their pronunciation and regardless of their spelling (Hall and Dowling, 1980) . The principle behind a Soundex algorithm is to group different graphemes into a small set of sound classes, where all vowels except the first of a word are discarded. The Daitch-Mokotoff Soundex is a variant of the original (English) Soundex that is adapted to Eastern European names (Mokotoff, 1997) .
Matching soundex-transformed RL words with soundex-transformed NRL words allowed us to obtain a coverage of 97.16% (i.e., almost all NRL words were matched), but in fact, each matched NRL word was associated with as many as 630 RL words on average. Thus, this algorithm proved to be too radical as it identified a multitude of unrelated tokens. In particular, vowel removal neutralized nearly all inflectional suffixes. While Soundex algorithms have proved useful for matching names with different spellings, they are clearly not adapted to our task. Therefore, we had to resort to less radical transformation methods.
Hand-Written Transformation Rules
The Slavic RLs in question differ with respect to regular sound changes and morphological correspondences that are reflected in orthography. For instance, Rusyn dialects reflect Common Slavic *ě as і, while Russian yields e. Moreover, Rusyn verbs in the infinitive end in -ти, while Russian has -ть. About 40 such transformation rules were formulated for each language and implemented in foma (Hulden, 2009) .
During the lexicon induction process, each RL word was transformed with the appropriate rules to resemble Rusyn. All rule applications were optional, yielding a multitude of candidates for each RL word. Whenever one of the candidates corresponded to an existing Rusyn word, this was counted as a match. As shown in Table 2 , applying these transformation rules yielded a considerable increase of matched words (compared with exact match) to more than 76%. Ambiguity levels rise slightly, and the contributions of the different languages rise uniformly. The better coverage is confirmed on the test set, and tagging recall also in-29 Table 2 : Results of the different lexicon induction methods. Percentages show how many distinct Rusyn words were matched with any of the four RLs, with at least one of the RLs, and with exactly one RL. The last rows show the coverage, tagging recall and noise on the annotated Rusyn sample.
creases by more than 3%, 5 while the noise level increases by 2.5%.
Vowel-Sensitive Levenshtein Distance
As an alternative to hand-written rules, we also tested a vowel-sensitive variant of Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) , following Mann and Yarowsky (2001) . In this variant, edit operations on vowels are assigned a weight of 0.5, whereas edit operations on consonants use the standard weight of 1. Using this variant was motivated by the fact that Rusyn vowels differ systematically and significantly from the vowels present in neighboring Slavic languages and also within different Rusyn varieties. We also normalize distances by the length of the longer word. Initial experiments have shown that most NRL words lie within a small distance of an RL word, and that matches with high distance values are most often wrong. Because of that, we decided to discard all matches with distance values higher than 0.25. This considerably decreased word and tag ambiguity while losing merely 1.95% of matched tokens. Even with this threshold, the number of matched words as well as the tagging recall -but also the noise -is higher than with the rules. 6 Future research will show whether the optimal threshold can be found automatically, e.g., by using a small annotated development corpus.
Despite the good coverage, we were concerned by the higher ambiguity values, which is why we decided to combine Levenshtein distance with the transformation rules.
Rules and Levenshtein
In this first combined approach, we complement the rules with Levenshtein results in order to increase coverage: Whenever the rules do not succeed in creating a match for a Rusyn word, we back off to the corresponding Levenshtein results. This combination outperforms both individual methods in terms of matches (98.38%, as compared to 76.38% and 98.09%). As expected, the resulting ambiguity levels lie between those of the rules and those of the Levenshtein method. The coverage on the test set also increases, but this is not followed by better tag recall. 7
Levenshtein and Rules
In the second combined approach, we start with the Levenshtein results and filter them using the rules in order to further reduce ambiguity. The underlying idea is that in case of ambiguity, some of the Levenshtein-induced results will be correct and some will not. The correct ones will relate to the Rusyn words by known correspondences such as those implemented in the rules, while the incorrect ones will not. Hence, we took all Rusyn words matched (using Levenshtein) with more than one distinct RL word and transformed these RL words using the rules. We then checked whether the rules were able to "move" the RL words closer to Rusyn, i.e., whether the minimum Levenshtein distance of any transformed word was lower than the original Levenshtein distance. We only kept those RL words for which this check succeeded.
For example, the Levenshtein method matched the Rusyn word береме 'we take' with Polish беремы, Russian берем, беремя, Slovak бериеме, берме, and Ukrainian берем, беремо, all of which obtained a Levenshtein distance of 0.083 (one vowel substitution, insertion, or deletion in a word of length 6). The rule base contains rules which transform the Ukrainian ending -мо, the Russian ending -м, and the Polish ending -мы to Rusyn -ме. Hence, the Russian, Ukrainian and Polish forms are transformed to береме, reducing the distance to the Rusyn word to 0 (exact match). Therefore, we only keep беремы and берем as well as беремо and discard the other candidates. Since all three forms share the identical tag, the Rusyn word is morphologically disambiguated and only receives the correct reading as a verb in first person plural present tense.
This filtering approach resulted in an even further decrease of ambiguity while maintaining a high match rate: Average source word ambiguity dropped from 2.17 using the Levenshtein approach via 1.81 using rules and Levenshtein to 1.51 using Levenshtein and rules. This is close to the average source word ambiguity of 1.29 achieved when using exclusively the rules. However, a high amount of matched tokens could be maintained. While the combined Levenshtein and rules approach seems to be most successful in terms of matched words and ambiguity levels, the tagging recall actually suffers slightly. 8 This is to be expected, as reduc- 8 The difference in tagging recall compared to Levenshtein is again not statistically significant: χ 2 (1; N = 1 047) = ing the ambiguity mainly increases the precision (sometimes at the expense of recall), which is not measured here.
Conclusion and Further Work
We have shown that a morphological dictionary for Rusyn can be created by leveraging existing resources of four etymologically closely related languages. Induction methods based on Levenshtein distance and hand-written philological rules significantly outperform exact match, both in terms of matched words and in terms of tagging recall. Also, the figures show that while there are significant differences in the individual contribution of each language, all languages contribute to the induction process.
Further work will be devoted to extending our work to lemmatization (which is available in the four RL dictionaries) and to making use of the newly created resources by statistical taggers (cf. Scherrer and Rabus (2017) ).
